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Prostate volume as an independent predictor of prostate
cancer in men with PSA of 10–50 ng ml21

Ping Tang1, Xiao-Long Jin2, Matthew Uhlman3, Yu-Rong Lin1, Xiang-Rong Deng1, Bin Wang1 and Ke-Ji Xie1

Prostate volume (PV) has been shown to be associated with prostate cancer (PCa) detection rates in men with a prostate-specific

antigen (PSA) in the ‘grey zone’ (2.0–10.0 ng ml21). However, the PSA ‘grey zone’ in Asian men should be higher because the

incidence of PCa in Asian men is relatively low. Therefore, we evaluated the association between PV and PCa detection rates in men with

PSAs measuring 10–50 ng ml21. Men who underwent a 13-core prostatic biopsy with PV documentation participated in the study. A

multivariate stepwise regression was used to evaluate whether the PV at time of prostate biopsy could predict the risk of PCa. The rates

of PCa among men in different PSA ranges, stratified by PV medians (,60 and o60 ml), were calculated. There were 261 men

included in the final analysis. PV was the strongest predictor of PCa risk (odds ratio, 0.02; P,0.001) compared to other variables. The

PCa rates in men with PVs measuring ,60 ando60 ml in the 10–19.9 ng ml21 PSA group were 40.6% and 15.1%, respectively, while

the rates for men with PSAs measuring 20–50 ng ml21 were 65.1% and 26.8%. PV is an independent predictor of PCa in men with PSA

measuring 10–50 ng ml21. In clinical practice, particularly for those countries with lower incidences of PCa, PV should be considered

when counselling patients with PSAs measuring 10–50 ng ml21 regarding their PCa risks.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided prostate biopsy is

the ‘gold standard’ for detecting prostate cancer (PCa).1,2 Over the

past two decades, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) elevation has

become the most common indication for prostate biopsy. However,

the specificity of PSA for predicting PCa is low. Free-to-total PSA

ratio, PSA velocity, PSA density and transition zone PSA density have

all been studied in an attempt to improve the detection rate of PCa and

decrease the number of unnecessary prostate biopsies.3–6 The most

recent American Urological Association guidelines for PCa state that a

single threshold PSA value should not be used as an indication for

prostate biopsy, but rather, that free/total PSA, age, PSA velocity, PSA

density, family history and ethnicity should be considered.7

Prostate volume (PV) has been shown to be a predictor of PCa with

lower PVs associated with a higher PCa detection rate with TRUS-guided

prostate biopsy.8–10 However, almost all reports have concentrated on

populations within the PSA ‘grey zone’ (PSA 2.0–10.0 ng ml21).8,11,12

Originally, a Western population was used to define the PSA ‘grey zone’.

It is well known that Asian men have much lower incidences of PCa

compared to other races.13 A systematic review revealed that Asian men

(primarily Japanese and Korean men) with PSAs of 2.0–10.0 ng ml21

have lower rates of PCa than men with similar PSAs in Western

countries.14 Furthermore, we recently reported that the PCa rate in

Chinese men with PSAs of 4.0–10.0 ng ml21 was 20.2%, much lower

than the rates reported for Western men in the literature.6,14 Thus, the

Asian PSA ‘grey zone’ should be higher than the traditional Western PSA

‘grey zone’. There are limited published data regarding the association of

PV and PCa risk in Asian men with PSAs higher than the traditional

Western PSA ‘grey zone’. Given this lack of data, we evaluated the role of

PV in diagnosing PCa in Asian men with PSAs of 10–50 ng ml21.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population

After obtaining institutional review board approval, the records of

699 men who underwent TRUS-guided prostate biopsy between

November 1999 and June 2011 were retrieved. Within this cohort,

593 men (84.8%) underwent 13-core prostate biopsies, 40 (5.7%)

underwent 6-core biopsies and 66 (9.4%) underwent 4- to 15-core

biopsies (except for 6 or 13 cores). Two hundred sixty-one men with

PSAs measuring 10–50 ng ml21 that underwent 13-core prostate

biopsies and had complete PV data were included in the study.

Clinical variables evaluation

PV was measured via TRUS before the prostate biopsies and calculated

using the following formula: PV (ml)50.523anterior–posterior dia-

meter (cm)3transverse diameter (cm)3superior–inferior diameter

(cm).

The clinical variables included in the analysis were age, PSA at the

time of the prostate biopsy, PV and digital rectal examination (DRE)

status (positive vs. negative). Prostate hardness or nodule on DRE was

defined as ‘positive’, while other findings were defined as ‘negative’.

PV was treated as both a continuous and categorical variable (stratified
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by median). Age and PSA were analysed as continuous variables, and

DRE was treated as a categorical variable.

Statistical analysis

Univariate and multivariate stepwise logistic regressions were used to

determine which variables (PV as a continuous or categorical variable,

age and PSA as continuous variables and DRE as a categorical variable)

were predictive of a positive TRUS biopsy. The men were stratified by

median PV (,60 and o60 ml), and the PCa rates among men with

different DRE statuses in different PSA ranges were calculated.

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences) statistical software (version 18.0; SPSS Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA). All of the statistical tests were two-sided, and

P,0.05 was considered significantly different.

RESULTS

The demographic characteristics of the study cohort are shown in

Table 1. Of the 261 subjects included in the study, 95 (36.4%) were

diagnosed with PCa. The median and mean PVs for our study cohort

were 60 and 68 ml, respectively. The median and mean diagnostic PSA

levels for our study cohort were 19.3 and 22.3 ng ml21, respectively.

The median age, PSA and rate of positive DRE in men diagnosed with

PCa were all statistically higher than those who did not have PCa (all

P,0.05). The median PV for men with PCa was substantially

decreased compared to the men without PCa (P,0.001).

In a univariate analysis, the risk of PCa was inversely associated with

PV. In a stepwise multivariate analysis, PV (as either a continuous or

categorical variable), age, PSA and DRE status were all found to be

independent predictors of PCa. Men with PVs o60 ml (median) were

found to be at a substantially decreased risk of having PCa with an

odds ratio of 0.23 when compared to those with a PV of ,60 ml

(P,0.010) (Table 2).

The rates of PCa in men with PVs of ,60 and o60 ml in the PSA of

10–19.9 ng ml21 group were 40.6% and 15.1%, respectively, while the

rates for those with PSAs of 20–50 ng ml21 were 65.1% and 26.8%. The

PCa rates for men with a PV of ,60 or o60 ml and with a positive

DRE were 72.5% and 45.5%, respectively, while the rates for those with

a negative DRE were 41.8% and 15.5%, respectively (Table 3). PCa

status (cancer and non-cancer) stratified by PV median for the dif-

ferent PSA ranges is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 Characteristics of the study cohort (n5261)

Variables

Age at time of biopsy (year)

Mean6s.d. 7267

Median (IQR) 73 (68–77)

PSA at time of biopsy (ng ml21)

Mean6s.d. 22.3610.5

Median (IQR) 19.3 (14.1–29.5)

Prostate volume (ml)

Mean6s.d. 68640

Median (IQR) 60 (41–85)

Biopsy results, N (%)

Prostate cancer 95 (36.4)

No prostate cancer 166(63.6)

Digital rectal examinationa, N (%)

Positive 62 (23.8)

Negative 194 (74.3)

Missing 5 (1.9)

Gleason score of the biopsy specimen (n595), N (%)

f6 45 (47.4)

7 13 (13.7)

o8 37 (38.9)

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; s.d.,

standard deviation.
a The prostate hardness or nodule on the DRE was defined as ‘positive’, and other

findings were defined as ‘negative’.

Table 2 Univariate and multivariate analysis of variables at the time

of prostate biopsy in predicting the risk of prostate cancer

Variables Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Lower Upper P

Univariate

Prostate volume (ml)a

,60 Reference

o60 0.23 0.13 0.40 ,0.001

Multivariate

Prostate volume as a continuous

variable

Age at biopsy (year) 1.06 1.01 1.11 0.014

Log (PSA) 15.02 3.06 73.72 0.001

Log (prostate volume) 0.02 0.01 0.10 ,0.001

Digital rectal examinationb

Negative Reference

Positive 3.05 1.47 6.31 0.003

Prostate volume as a categorized

variable

Age at biopsy (year) 1.05 1.00 1.10 0.040

Log (PSA) 9.74 2.07 45.83 0.004

Prostate volume (ml)

,60 Reference

o60 0.23 0.12 0.43 ,0.001

Digital rectal examination

Negative Reference

Positive 2.97 1.45 6.08 0.003

Abbreviations: CI, confidential interval; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
a The subjects were stratified by prostate volume median (60 ml);
b Prostate hardness or nodule on DRE was defined as ‘positive’, and other findings

were defined as ‘negative’.

Table 3 Proportion of prostate cancer among men with different DRE

statuses and PSA ranges, stratified by PV medians (,60 vs.o60 ml)

PV (ml)

,60 ml o60 ml

Digital rectal examinationa,b

Negative 41.8% (38/91) 15.5% (16/103)

Positive 72.5% (29/40) 45.5% (10/22)

Total 51.1% (67/131) 20.8% (26/125)

PSA (ng ml21)

10–19.9 40.6% (28/69) 15.1% (16/103)

20–50 65.1% (41/63) 20.8% (26/125)

Total 52.3% (69/132) 20.2% (26/129)

Abbreviations: DRE, digital rectal examination; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PV,

prostate volume.
a Because five (1.9%) subjects were missing DRE data, only 256 subjects were

included in the analysis.
b Prostate hardness or nodule on DRE was defined as ‘positive’, and other findings

were defined as ‘negative’.
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DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this study was the first to examine the association

between PV and PCa risk in Asian men with PSAs of 10–50 ng ml21.

We found that decreased PV was associated with a higher risk of PCa

detection using TRUS biopsy. Although the association between PV

and PCa risk has been evaluated in previous studies,8–10 these reports

concentrated on populations with PSAs in the traditional ‘grey zone’

(PSA 2.0–10.0 ng ml21). The population used to define the ‘grey zone’

was originally from Western countries. It is well known that men in

Western countries have a higher incidence of PCa compared to other

races.15 It is reasonable then to assume that the PSA ‘grey zone’ in

populations with lower incidences of PCa is higher than the traditional

Western PSA ‘grey zone’. In our centre, the rate of PCa in men with a

PSA of 2.0–10.0 ng ml21 was only 18.7% (25/134) (data not shown),

which is much lower than reports involving only Western men.14 This

is in line with our hypothesis of Asian men possessing a higher PSA

‘grey zone’ than Western men. Our findings can be used for counsel-

ling patients with PSAs of 10–50 ng ml21 (regarding their risks of PCa

detection on TRUS biopsy) in countries with lower incidences of PCa.

The mechanism by which smaller PV relays a higher risk of PCa is

not known. Some researchers have proposed that it is because of

undersampling of larger glands by sextant biopsy, and that simply

obtaining more cores from larger prostates could reduce this bias.16

Feneley et al.17 have reported that men with PSA-detected cancers

(stage T1c) have larger prostates than men with stage T2 cancers

and without cancer. They suggested that there may be a diagnostic

bias because of PSA testing that selects men with larger prostates for

cancer screening. Chen et al.18 have found that small-volume cancers

(0.5 ml or less) were twice as frequent in men with a PV greater than

50 ml. Small-volume tumours comprised 33% of the cancers in men

with PVs .50 ml whereas, they only accounted for 16% in men with a

PV,30 ml. They concluded that a lower rate of cancer detection in

men with larger PVs was a result of a higher proportion of low-volume

cancers in these prostates. Men with large prostates are more likely to

undergo biopsy because of elevated PSA levels resulting from benign

prostatic components rather than from meaningful cancers.

One strength of our study is that all of the subjects underwent a 13-

core prostate biopsy. This procedure eliminated any bias introduced

by the number of prostate core biopsies taken, even in men with large

PVs. In addition, we examined PV as a continuous and categorical

variable in multivariate analysis, which produced a more robust result.

Additionally, we also examined age and PSA as continuous variables.

Additionally, while other studies have considered these characteristics

to be categorical variables, we believe that this may have resulted in a

loss of information.

Notably, the median PSA and PV values in men without PCa were

higher compared to previous reports from Western countries.19

However, our results were comparable to those found in a recent study

from the Beijing, China.20 Interestingly, elderly men diagnosed with

PCa in our study cohort had higher PV than men in Western coun-

tries.16 There are several possible reasons these discrepancies exist.

First, the Chinese men in our cohort who underwent prostatic biopsy

were relatively aged because PSA screening to detect early PCa is not

generally practiced in China. The increased age of the cohort partially

explains the higher PSA and larger PV. Second, we recently reported

differences in baseline PSA and PSA velocity in young men without

PCa among native Chinese, Caucasian-American and African-

American men. We found that young Chinese men have a lower base-

line PSA but a higher PSA velocity.21 Finally, and most importantly,

Chinese men with prostate enlargement may produce and release

more PSA per unit PV than Western men. Yu et al.22 reported that

enlarged prostate tissue in Chinese men has a higher glandular density

than that in American men, while American men have a higher percent

of stromal tissue compared to Chinese men. These increased glandular

components in Chinese men may explain the higher PSA values com-

pared to Western men. This difference also provides a rational

explanation for the finding that Chinese men with and without PCa

both have increased PVs.

In this study, we also found that the percentage (38.9%) of men with

PCa and Gleason scores o8 was much higher than in a Western

cohort. However, our findings were in line with another recent report

from the Shanghai area, China and a report from Japan.23,24 In

addition to race, PCa diagnosed at a later stage, with higher PSA

values, and with older age at diagnosis might be reasons that explain

this discrepancy.

The present study is limited, as it is retrospective in nature. All of the

data in our study were obtained from a single, tertiary hospital. The

strategies used to diagnose PCa may differ between centres, although

they are in the same geographical area. Furthermore, this study was

not population-based. It is from a tertiary referral hospital, which

makes it possible that our results overestimated the rate of PCa.
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